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The Global Watch Weekly (GWW) is commi ed to providing disclosure on poli cal,
social, economic and technological events which are leading the world into a
biblically prophesied Orwellian nightmare. It is an online magazine, which goes out
to thousands of members world‐wide. There have been over 200+ GWW edi ons
issued all jus fying the Bible as an inspired authority on mapping out proof of a
coming one world government agenda, which will ul mately be overthrown
through the establishment of God's messianic kingdom.
The ul mate aim of the Global Watch Weekly is to show that despite some
scathing a acks over the last few decades on the authen city of the Chris an faith,
that the Bible s ll stands as a dominant inspired book which makes incredible and
pinpoint prophecies about the end mes which are being accurately fulfilled in our
life me.

www.globalwatchweekly.com
“The Number one weekly report which
provides concrete evidence of a New World
Order & One World Government agenda”
This special edi on is a FREE report. Please
spread it as much as possible and let others
know about the website above.

INTRODUCTION
Dear Global Watch Weekly Member
In this edition of the global watch weekly we uncover major talking points in a movie that was
released November 2017.

The movie was absolutely incredible (well for me that is) and brought home the reality of how
there seems to be an interconnection of scientific revolutions in the world of transhumanism,
microchip implants, brain-machine interfacing, artificial intelligence and human 2.0. What is the
biblical verdict on what we learn from this movie?
Enjoy
Kevin Farringdon
(Chief Editor of the Global Watch Weekly
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BEYOND
ANOTHER LEVEL OF INSIGHT

with advanced robotics, through a newly
discovered worm hole known as the Void. When
the mission returns unexpectedly, the space
agency races to discover what the astronauts
encountered on their first of its kind interstellar
space journey.

Of all the science fiction movies I have watched
in my lifetime, and there have been many such
as Contact, Arrival, Close Encounters of the Third
Kind, Independence Day, Prometheus, The Titan,
The Fourth Kind, Chappie, Lucy, EX Machina,
The Lawnmower Man, Fire in the Sky, War of the
Worlds, Skyline, Cloverfield and so on, The
Beyond is by far the most incredible and
prophetical packed, realistic movie I have seen in
my lifetime.

But then an anomaly appears above the earth.
Communication is disrupted, there is a power
outage on the International Space Station (ISS),
and an astronaut, Jim Marcell, goes missing
(presumed dead). Alex Grant (Barber), Head of
Exploration Missions, reveals that this isn't the
first time the anomaly had been encountered, as
it first appeared in 1990 when it was visible for
two months before mysteriously disappearing.
The Space Agency, run by Gillian Laroux (Perry)
sends probes into the anomaly. Communication
with the probes are soon lost, but data analysis
reveals it might be a wormhole, with a planet-like
structure on the other side. Scientists give the
anomaly the name 'The Void'.

This isn’t just a science fiction movie....This is the
book of Revelation packaged in 2018 format,
dramatically
highlighting
incredibly
key
revolutions taking place in science and
technology. I was literally drained after watching
the movie and wished I could have everyone of
you watch it again with me.
Now before I go on I really want to warn those
of you reading this...If you are able to watch it
go and watch it before reading the rest of this
edition. I really don’t want to spoil it for you Cosmologist Jessica Johnson (Comiskey) argues
because I am going to be drilling into some that this could be a first contact event. Despite
key themes that came up.
resistance from her team, Laroux wants to send
astronauts to investigate further. She quickly
So I would advise if you are already a member raises funding for a full expedition. Cold water is
with Netflix, Amazon or Youtube movies, pay the poured on Laroux's idea by astrophysicist
few dollars to watch it as it is an important watch. Professor Jakob Brukiehm (David Bailie) who
says it would be suicidal due to the gravitational
THE MOVIE SYNOPSIS
waves. The only feasible solutions he says are
The film was produced by HaZ’s production robotics or probes.
company Sector 99 and Scott Glassgold’s
Ground Control Entertainment. It is loosely based Strange orbs then begin to appear in the sky, and
The Void starts emitting waves. Concern rises
on his 2014 short, Project Kronos.
about the threat posed by The Void and The
Set in 2019, The Beyond chronicles the ground Spheres. A secret US military organisation offers
breaking mission which sent astronauts modified
its classified robotics technology - Human 2.0 - to
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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help solve the Space Agency's dilemma. Human
2.0 was designed to fuse human brains with
synthetic bodies to create more robust soldiers.
The US military argues this technology will allow
the Space Agency to send an astronaut
successfully into The Void.

Johnson is put unconscious into quarantine
where scientists attempt to retrieve data from her
brain. They discover several years of memories
have been made - far more than the week since
she launched into The Void.
Tensions continue to rise on earth, and military
organisation begin to attack The Spheres.
Johnson wakes up and reveals what she
remembers after the communications blackout.
She says there was a lot of light and when she
closed her eyes the Human 2.0 soldier
mysteriously transported out of the craft.
She says the soldier looked fearful and kept
looking at his arm, which detonated like a nuclear
bomb. She passed out and awoke on a planet.

Some candidates are considered for the project
before wheelchair user and drone pilot Carl
Roberts (Tom Christian) is selected. However,
the procedure to fuse Roberts' brain with the
plastic body fails, and Roberts dies.
After struggling with her decision, Jessica
Johnson volunteers to be the next candidate and
this time the procedure is successful. The US
military also produces a Human 2.0 soldier to
accompany Johnson on her mission, with this
version containing unspecified weaponry.

On the earth, she met Jim Marcell who
communicated to her that everything was going
to be okay. The Space Agency is sceptical about
Johnson's memories, although Laroux is hopeful
this means Marcell is alive and The Void and The
Spheres are not malign.
Soon after Johnson awakes, the solar system is
destroyed and the debris is spotted heading for
earth in a planet-destroying event. Suddenly The
Spheres begin to change and form a protective
barrier around the earth.
The realisation dawns that the presence of The
Spheres has been completely misinterpreted as
an attack, whereas they'd been sent to protect
the earth. The Void disappears.
Marcell is detected in the Arizona desert
unharmed but without any memory of what has
happened. In the aftermath of the events, a new
solar system appears, with another planet almost
identical to earth, offering new hope for humanity.
The film ends with Human 2.0s on Earth 2.0
encountering the lifeforms from The Void.

Johnson and the 2.0 soldier launched into The
Void, with Johnson reporting beautiful lights
before disappearing. Five days later the mission
returns unexpectedly, but when the capsule is
recovered only Johnson is in the craft, with no
sign of the Human 2.0 soldier. The ship looks like
it has been in space for a very long time.

With this synopsis in place lets now examine the
four key aspects of the movie which is food and
drink for us based on our previous insights
regarding transhumanism, artificial intelligence,
CERN, the Hadron Collider and the ancient
astronaut theory of Erich Von Daniken (author of
Chariots of the Gods) and Zechariah Sitchin
(author of When Time Began, The Anunnaki
Chronicles etc).
5
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ANOTHER DIMENSION
One of the most dramatic aspects of this movie
was when Space Mission Control presented their
thinking of what information they would provide
the astronauts who would attempt communicating
with whatever intelligence was on the other side
of the Void. It was basically a short presentation
of world history with vivid imagery and video
showing different cultures, different human
emptions, different landscapes.
As soon as I saw this my mind immediately raced
to what scientists at CERN in Switzerland have
been attempting to do with their ground breaking
work in the area of quantum physics.
As we have been following for a number of years
it is clear that CERN are also attempting to make
contact with other worldly dimensions which they
believe may lie behind the black holes they have
observed in space.
In her new book, Knocking on
Heaven’s
Door,
Harvard
University theorist Lisa Randall
explores how physics may
transform our understanding of
the fundamental nature of the
world. She thinks an extra
dimension may exist close to our
familiar reality, hidden except for
a

bizarre sapping of the strength of gravity as we
see it. She also ponders the makeup of dark
matter, unseen particles that have shaped the
growth of the entire cosmos.
These ideas, once the sole province of fiction
writers, face real tests in a new generation of
experiments. Sensitive detectors now sniff for
dark matter, while the most complex scientific
machine ever created, the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC), beneath the border of Switzerland and
France, smashes subatomic particles into one
another at almost the speed of light.
But what does the bible have to say about portals
and the opening of interdimensional highways?
Well its clear from scripture that the opening up
of such phenomena is never associated with
anything positive. Instead it always seems to be
associated with judgement and destruction.
In Revelation 9 we see a reference to the
opening of the bottomless pit where a specific
judgement hits global humanity as fallen angels
who had been imprisoned from ages past are
released upon the earth to cause significant
turmoil and carnage
“1 And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fall from
heaven unto the earth: and to him was given the key of the
bottomless pit.
2And he opened the bottomless pit; and there arose a
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smoke out of the pit, as the smoke of a great furnace; and
the sun and the air were darkened by reason of the smoke
of the pit.

spiritual prison for fallen angels and demonic
entities.

3 And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the earth:
and unto them was given power, as the scorpions of the
earth have power.
4 And it was commanded them that they should not hurt
the grass of the earth, neither any green thing, neither any
tree; but only those men which have not the seal of God in
their foreheads.
5 And to them it was given that they should not kill them,
but that they should be tormented five months: and their
torment was as the torment of a scorpion, when he striketh
a man.
6 And in those days shall men seek death, and shall not
find it; and shall desire to die, and death shall flee from
them.
7 And the shapes of the locusts were like unto horses
prepared unto battle; and on their heads were as it were
crowns like gold, and their faces were as the faces of men.
8 And they had hair as the hair of women, and their teeth
were as the teeth of lions.
9 And they had breastplates, as it were breastplates of iron;
and the sound of their wings was as the sound of chariots
of many horses running to battle.
10And they had tails like unto scorpions, and there were
stings in their tails: and their power was to hurt men five
months.
11 And they had a king over them, which is the angel of the
bottomless pit, whose name in the Hebrew tongue is
Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue hath his name Apollyon.
12One woe is past; and, behold, there come two woes
more hereafter.

The Christian New Testament gospels of
Matthew (8:28-34), Mark and Luke describe an
incident in which as Jesus was traveling in the
hilly region east of the Jordan River, the path of
this man who was controlled by demons and
lived among the tombs crossed that of Jesus.
Because of the physical strength the demons
gave the man, he was able to break and throw off
the chains with which people tried to bind him.
Just before Jesus is about to cast them out of the
man the demons plead and Jesus for him to cast
them into a herd of pigs rather than for him to
send them to the Deep. He gave them
permission. They entered the pigs, rushed down
the steep bank into the lake, and were drowned.
Its extraordinary that during this communication
exchange the Son of God did not ignore their
plea but actually had some level of mercy on
them by meeting their request.
But whats even more interesting here is that the
term “deep” has the same Greek behind it as the
word “Tartarus” in II Peter and Jude.

There have been many interpretations about
what this scriptural message means in regards to
whether it needs to be taken literal or whether the
imagery is one of symbolism. Whatever argument
we take, the one undeniable fact is what the
bottomless pit is in that it is known to be a

2 Peter 2:4 says, “...God did not spare angels
when they sinned, but sent them to hell, putting
them into gloomy dungeons to be held for
judgment;” The word hell, here, is Tartaros, the
deepest Abyss of hell (Thayer’s Lexicon).
In Luke 8:31, Legion begged Jesus not to send
them into the Abyss (abyssos, the pit - a very
deep gulf or chasm in the lowest parts of the
earth used as the common receptacle
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of the dead and especially as the abode of
demons - Thayer’s Lexicon). We are not sure if
Jesus granted their request not to send them into
the Abyss. We only know that Jesus allowed
them to go into the pigs. Therefore, it is not clear
whether the demons were free to inhabit another
living being, or if they were, at that point, forced
to go into the abyss until their final judgment.
So the bottom line is we know that the bottomless
pit contains within it the very embodiment of evil.
And so its alarming that whilst the scientific
community gladly explores the opportunity and
possibility of communicating with other worlds,
from a scriptural perspective we have a much
more cautious view believing that its very likely
that any contact made with other dimensional
realities will not be in the best interest of
humanity.
HUMAN - BRAIN MACHINE INTERFACING

You only need to look at recent scientific
initiatives to understand the ultimate goal of this
scientific revolution.
The Human Brain Project (HBP) is a large tenyear scientific research project, based on
exascale supercomputers, that aims to build a
collaborative ICT-based scientific research
infrastructure to allow researchers across Europe
to advance knowledge in the fields of
neuroscience, computing, and brain-related
medicine.
The Project, which started on 1 October 2013, is
a European Commission Future and Emerging
Technologies Flagship. The HBP is coordinated
by the École Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne and is largely funded by the European
Union. The project coordination office is in
Geneva, Switzerland

The 2045 Initiative is a nonprofit organization that
develops a network and community of
researchers in the field of life extension. It was
founded by Russian entrepreneur Dmitry Itskov in
February 2011 with the participation of Russian
specialists in the field of neural interfaces,
robotics, artificial organs and systems.
The main goal of the 2045 Initiative, as stated on
site, is "to create technologies enabling the
transfer of an individual’s personality to a more
advanced non-biological carrier, and extending
life, including to the point of immortality.
The Initiative has the goal for an avatar controlled
by a "brain-computer" interface to be developed
by 2020, between 2020 and 2025 creating an
autonomous life-support system for the human
brain linked to a robot, between 2030 and 2035
creating a computer model of the brain and
human consciousness with the means to transfer
it into an artificial carrier, and by 2045 create a
new era for humanity with holographic bodies.
And in April 2013 The White House announced
the US led BRAIN initiative. Today, the initiative
is supported by several federal agencies as well
as dozens of technology firms, academic
institutions, scientists and other key contributors
to the field of neuroscience. DARPA is supporting
the BRAIN initiative through a number of
programs, continuing a legacy of DARPA
investment in neurotechnology that extends back
to the 1970s.
One of the biggest movies to convey the
approach being taken by these three projects
named is the movie Avatar. The film produced by
James Cameron in 2009 was the very
embodiment of a script where a human with the
inability to use his legs is given the opportunity
for his consciousness to be transferred from his
physical body to a new host carrier body which
gives him the ability to walk again.
So how interesting was it in the movie The
Beyond when in short listing candidates to
become part of the Human 2.0 team that one of
the candidates was a man who had a physical
disability in being unable to move the lower part
of his body.
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But this is where the movie distinguishes itself
from many other movies that tackle the same
topic. Rather than presenting the script of a
seamless integration of the brain with a new
carrier body, the movie instead focuses on the
tragedy of the process in which the brain rejects
integration with what it considers foreign material
(the synthetic body) leading to a neuro sensory
melt down in the brain. In the movie they state

synthetic biochemical structures to create a new body
powered by the soldier’s preserved brain.”

Its interesting that the term “Human 2.0” is used
in this movie because this was the same term
used in the series blockbuster Humans. Humans
(stylised as HUM NS) is a science fiction
television series written by the British team Sam
Vincent and Jonathan Brackley, based on the
Swedish science fiction drama Real Humans.

“At 8:35 this morning our first Human 2.0 transplant
attempt...failed.
Our subject was pronounced dead.
Carl’s transplant revealed that the brain couldn’t fuse with
the synthetic body and it rejected it during the fusion
process. And pretty much scrambled the brain synapses so
badly, the brain just overloaded.”

So whilst from a theoretical and scientific
perspective it was a process that is achievable,
the actual results show that it was far from easy.
HUMAN 2.0 - AN UPGRADE
The movie shares a strikingly similar vein with
“The Titan” where it was acknowledged in the
movie that the human body was incapable of
surviving the unpredictable and life threatening
terrain of space travel and possible harsh terrains
of distant worlds and so the brain being
integrated with a super body made out of more
robust material was more capable of longer
survival than that of a normal human body made
up of organic tissue. This is clear during the early
part of the movie when one of the project leads in
the space agency says,

The series explores the themes of artificial
intelligence and robotics, focusing on the social,
cultural, and psychological impact of the
invention of anthropomorphic robots called
"synths".

“The defence department reached out to us at the space
agency. They realized our problem of sending astronauts
through the void. They believed they had a solution and
directed us to their transhumanism division.”

The following statement is made by a member of
the defence department.

Humans 2.0 is also designated as H+ in a web
series produced by Bryan Singer and created by
“When we learned about the space agency’s problems of John Cabrera and Cosimo De Tommaso. The
sending astronauts through the void we offered our series explores a dystopian near future brought
classified technologies as a solution, But frankly, I don’t about by a technological singularity holocaust
think they have an alternative. Within the defence research from perspective of differing transhumanism
and tech divisions were classified programs and they were
factions.
taking place within the areas of neuroscience,
transhumanism and synethetic biology for advanced
soldiers, Now, you see, these programs were classified for
the obvious reasons of ethics and definitely were not
sanctioned officially by the government as such.
Particularly the Human 2.0 program because of the nature
of the technology utilizing the fusion of human cells with

The World Transhumanist Association several
years ago changed its name to H+. The
movement is an international philosophical
revolution which advocates for the transformation
of the human condition by developing and
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making
widely
available
sophisticated
technologies to greatly enhance human intellect
and physiology.

"The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard
shall lie down with the kid; and the calf and the young lion
and the fatling together; and a little child shall lead them.”
Isaiah 11:6

The most common transhumanist thesis is that
human beings may eventually be able to
transform themselves into different beings with
abilities so greatly expanded from the current
condition as to merit the label of posthuman
beings.

However Genesis is also the origin of another
agenda. A luciferian one in which the devil played
the “ye shall be as gods” card to influence the
breaking of the relationship between man and
Yahweh.

The concluding thought behind this is that
humanity was created in an imperfect condition
and so blame is layed on the God of the Bible as
someone who created mankind with too many
weaknesses and flaws and thus it was up to
humanity to reengineer its existing condition to
better serve its survival for the millenia to come.

And then in Revelation we see that the agenda of
the fallen ones culminates in a crowning
achievement in which the image of the Antichrist
takes on life and is able to speak. Essentially the
creation of a god. Using advanced transhumanist
technologies man in cooperation with the evil one
will build what they believe to be a god.
“saying to them that dwell on the earth, that they should
make an image to the beast, which had the wound by a
sword, and did live. And he had power to give life unto the
image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both
speak.” Revelation 13:14-15

A NEW HEAVEN ON A NEW EARTH
The closing scenario in the movie is one which
replicates to some extent the closing piece in the
movie “Knowing” starring Nicholas cage. The
creation of a new Earth in both “The Beyond” and
“Knowing” mirroring Revelation 22.
This plays into the age old lie by the serpent
when he made the promise that mankind could
become like gods in rejecting the covenant with
their creator and instead seeking their own
enlightenment.
“And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely
die: For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then
your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods,
knowing good and evil.” Genesis 3:4-5

A TALE OF 2 AGENDAS
The book of Genesis and Revelation presents the
Alpha and Omega of two opposing agendas.
Yahweh the God of all things started humanity in
a paradise known as the Garden of Eden and in
Revelation he will bring humanity back to its
original condition during the Millennium where the
earth will be restored somewhat to its Edenic
origins.

“And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first
heaven and the first earth were passed away; and there
was no more sea.” Revelation 21:1

The new earth in “The Beyond” is created to
allow the human population on the first earth
(initially
those
undergoing
human
2.0
transformation) to extend itself outward rather
than self capitulate due to the depletion of natural
sources as a result of over population, war and
famine.
Not only this, but on this new earth the human
2.0s are in direct contact with these strange
monolithic entities which seem to play the role of
guardians of humanity and ensure that survival of
humanity is stable and working. The perception is
that this new earth is a new garden of Eden.
Heaven on earth.
This lends itself to everything one would see in
the History Channel’s ancient astronaut series
which asserts that the human population is
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number of a man; and his number is Six hundred
threescore and six.” Revelation 13:16-18

CONCLUSION
Science Fiction always draws upon the
technology of today. As Ursula K. Leguin said,

the result of a concept known as Panspermia, the
theory that life on the earth originated from
microorganisms or chemical precursors of life
present in outer space and able to initiate life on
reaching a suitable environment. Some take this
further in believing that we are being watched by
an inter-galactic extra-terrestrial species who
were originally responsible for our origin and
development.
CHIP IMPLANTS
A final theme within the movie was that of chip
implants. Chip implants were placed in the brains
of the Human 2.0’s for the following reasons. One
of the researchers in the movie working with the
transcode process states,
“The transcode process works by tapping into the
connector where the memories are stored.. This is made
possible by artificial intelligent chip implants that’s stored at
the side of the brain. So this helps us encode memories
also stores them as synaptic connections. What our
transcode technology does is it unscrambles this chain of
synaptic connections into a stream of data. Our software
then processes this stream of data as imagery.”

G. Edward Griffing, author of “The Creature From
Jekyll Island” states
“The chip in everybody would be universal monetary
system par excellence because there would ne no escape
from it because you would be totally under the control of
those who issue the electronic impulses in that chip.”

And the Bible in Revelation 13 states
“And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor,
free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in
their foreheads: And that no man might buy or sell, save he
that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number
of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath
understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the

"What sets it apart from older forms of fiction seems to be
its use of new metaphors drawn from certain great
dominants [domains?] of our contemporary life—science,
all the sciences, and technology, and the relativistic and
the historical outlook, among them. Space travel is one of
these metaphors; so is an
alternative society, an
alternative biology; the future is another. The future, in
fiction, is a metaphor."

Recently, according with the exponential spike
upward in the creation of technology in the Digital
Age, culture is starting to put a spotlight on
transhuman technology.
1. Augmented Reality: Yes, as silly as it seems,
Google Glass is a landmark on the transhuman
timeline. It is the first time someone can perceive
two realities (the actual and the virtual) at once.
2.
The
Advancement
of
Bionics
and
Exoskeletons: Targeted reinnervation is a
surgery for amputees, to align nerves so that they
can control a mechanical limb through
electrodes. This means they can move their
replacement by thought alone. Sensations of
touch are in rudimentary development. Watch
this for more:
3. The World Powers are investing in the
research on the brain: BRAIN initiative (Brain
Research
through
Advancing
Innovative
Neurotechnologies) is the U. S. project that seeks
to map every neuron in the brain, and will recieve
$300 million every year for a decade. The
European Union has an almost identical project
called HBP (Human Brain Project). You could call
this decade the Brain Race.
These things influence writers and filmmakers to
extrapolate on the future of these technologies.
Yet these signs provide further evidence of the
authority of God’s word in helping us to
understand the times in which we live and how to
views these scientific revolutions through a
spiritual lens rather than the lens that that
mainstream media wants you to utilize.
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